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REPOWERING SOLUTIONS in short

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS is a leading international project developer specializing in
developing, installing, selling and managing wind turbine projects for professional
investment.

The wind farms projects are development to both international customers: Private,
industrial and institutional.

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS is a dynamic company which has experienced rapid
growth since its foundation. We closely monitor the opportunities on the global wind
market and advance in line with the needs of our customersmarket, and advance in line with the needs of our customers.

Our ambition to turn wind into value on new and mature markets demands both know
how and adaptability. We have established a business concept with global potential.

Locally rooted

Local representation and involvement are crucial for the successful completion and
monitoring of wind projects.

This is why we establish strong and independent offices in all countries in which we
develop and administer projects.develop and administer projects.

Besides our Spanish headquarter, we have active Country Units in Emirates Arabs,
Georgia, Romania and Colombia, primarily with local employees.
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REPOWERING SOLUTIONS in short

We believe in cooperation

The development of wind turbine projects is carried out in close cooperation
with the individual customer, focusing on the customer’s criteria for investing in
the particular project. CO2 neutrality, green commitment, Roi or risk
diversification all represent different incentives which in turn demand different
strategies throughout the development phase.

- and partnerships
Our work model is based on cooperation with a range of carefully selected
partners - Propartners.

These partners have been selected due to their specific competencies in
relation to the different stages of wind park development. Besides the
professional competencies, our Propartner concept builds on mutual
openness, trust and a wholehearted determination to create long-term
cooperation with a shared responsibility for generating results.p p y g g
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REPOWERING SOLUTIONS in short

GreenfieldGreenfield TurnkeyTurnkey
Technical & 
Commercial 
Technical & 
Commercial GreenfieldGreenfield TurnkeyTurnkey Commercial 
Management 
Commercial 
Management 

Greenfield Development refers to the T k  i  th  i l t ti  f  i d Greenfield Development refers to the 
development and planning of a wind turbine 
project from the early “open land” stage until 
all necessary permits and agreements are 
obtained.

Turnkey is the implementation of a wind 
turbine project. The Turnkey phase starts 
when all permits for the project are obtained 
– and ends with handover of the project to 
the customer.

Technical & Commercial Management 
manages all operational matters on behalf 
of the customer and manages the contact 
to the partners and other stakeholders of 
the wind turbine project.
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REPOWERING SOLUTIONS in short
The value chain ensures project optimization and flexibility

Our value chain ensures consistency and optimization
throughout the process of all of our projects. The value chain is
based on the three separate products Greenfield Turnkey asbased on the three separate products Greenfield, Turnkey as
well as Technical & Commercial Management (TCM) which
customers may choose separately or as a package. This
means that we are capable of managing a wind project from
the very early planning phase to implementation and finally
manage all aspects of monitoring, operation and commercial

t f th i d k Th l h i l blmanagement of the wind park. The value chain also enables
us to enter into a wind turbine project at different stages
depending on the particular project and the customer’s needs.

For our customers the continued development of a windp
project is a journey from concept to reality with a calculated
risk. We understand this aspect, and act as good guides by
providing experienced project development through every
critical phase and securing smooth cooperation with our
Propartners, with GL HARRAD HASSAN, HDI, MSB
ENGINEERS as a crucial partner The combination ofENGINEERS as a crucial partner. The combination of
experienced project development and implementation and
clear and open communication our customers a safe journey
from concept to reality.
This is how we turn wind into value for our customers,
regardless of market and individual needs.
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Project Development Alliance

Establish a project development “WIND FARM” that
stream lines and consolidates an efficient process to
site, permit, engineer, finance, build, commission power

j t di t d t ffi i t f hi dprojects on a expedient and cost-efficient fashion and
optimize asset value with proactive commodity trading.

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS acting as the Project
Developer, will lead, participants (equipment owner,
engineering company, construction company, operation

d i t t ) ) i th j tcompany and investment group,) ) in the project
consolidation process, focusing on cost optimization,
profit maximization and expedient project
commissioning.

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS has consolidated a
b i l ti hi ith l tibusiness relationship with several power generation
equipment owners who are interested in deploying such
equipment in power project throughout the world,
focusing in Latin America, East Europe & Middle East .
Presently, equipment inventory exceeds 500 MW.
Potential transactions in process may increase inventory
to over 1,000 MW’s.
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Phase Five
Project Development Alliance

Phase Four

Commercial Operations and
Commodity Trading

Financial Closing
Engineering,

Construction and 
Commissioning

Phase  Three
Permitting Process

Phase Two
Site Development

Phase One
Site Selection

1 2 3 40 50
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PROSPECTING EARLY/MID STAGE
DEVELOPMENT

LATE STAGE
DEVELOPMENT

FINANCING O&MBUILDING

Project Development Alliance

•Prospect identification, 
Intake & screening

DEVELOPMENT

•Economic analisys

DEVELOPMENT

•Power purchase agreements •Raise financing •Construction management •Work with turbine 
supplier and outsource 

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS leads these aspects of development

g

•Preliminary feasibility 
assessment

•Commercial strategy •Turbines contracts

•Wind resources assessment
•Interconnection process
•Permiting process

pp
provider under O&M 
contracts

•Site selection

Wind measurement 

•Securing addtional land 
through lease contracts

Permiting process

•Procuring local inventives •Community relations •Community relations

…while coaching Local Partners through

•Wind measurement 
program

•Preliminary wind, •Detailed permiting & 

•Community relations

•Preliminary site enginnering •Detailed engineering •Construction •Operations & 

…while coordinating with “finance-able” advisors on

transmission, and 
enviromental feasibility

•Installation of wind 
measurement equipment

enviromental studies
•Legal contracts
•Detailed permitting & 
environmental studies
•Detailed interconnection studieds

Maintenance
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Remanufactured Wind Turbines Discussion One
Remanufactured turbines are a viable option for many seeking to take
advantage of clean and renewable wind power. Schools, small and rural
communities, farms, and country in developments are just a few of those taking
part in the repowering of aging and decommissioned wind systems. These
renewable energy users are operating systems with the same nameplate

it b t t f ti f th icapacity as new, but at a fraction of the price.

With the renewed interest in alternative and renewable energy sources over the
past decade, along with renewable energy mandates and government
incentives, new investment capital has been pouring into developing more
efficient machines with higher output capacities. Wind turbine technology has

idl d d th t d d M f t b ildirapidly advanced over the past decade. Many manufacturers are now building
turbines with name plate capacities of several megawatts.

It can be financially advantageous to erect a wind turbine with a larger
nameplate capacity before the existing wind turbine is technically outdated. This
is especially the case for Denmark, Germany, Holland and Spain, as the

t´ fi i ll t th i l ti Th

First discussion on the super-green energy project; using recycled turbines to build
wind farms.

The question of remanufactured turbines comes up in most every discussion we
have about wind power In financially marginal applications where funding power

government´s financially supports these repowering solutions. The
advancement in technology, and financial incentives, is allowing wind farm
operators to significantly increase their electricity production out of the same
area of land both in the United States and in Europe.

However the existing wind turbines are often in good condition, and have many
f d i lif l ft C i REPOWERING SOLUTIONS have about wind power. In financially marginal applications, where funding, power

sales options or wind resource are limited, the use of a remanufactured turbine
may be the only way to make a project “pencil out”. But where resources and
conditions are adequate to support new turbines, the client must decide between
new and remanufactured turbines.

years of power producing life left. Companies as REPOWERING SOLUTIONS
are remanufacturing‚ these wind turbines and claiming they will continue to
operate for an average of twenty years or more with proper maintenance.
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RSPC REPOWERING SOLUTIONS PARTNER CONCEPT
REPOWERING SOLUTIONS's Partner Concept (RSPC; Repowering Solutions Partner
Concept) gives customers the assurance of consistently high wind turbine availability
for the first FIVE years of operation with calculable operating costs. From servicing to
safety inspections, maintenance and repairs, all eventualities are covered by one single
contract.

Guaranteeing a high value-for-money and comprehensive service, the RSPC has long
since become an acknowledged REPOWERING SOLUTIONS quality feature. More
than 85 % of national and international customers have signed an RSPC agreement.

Damage caused by unforeseeable events such as acts of nature and vandalism can beDamage caused by unforeseeable events such as acts of nature and vandalism can be
covered by a specially developed additional RSPC insurance policy. Significantly
cheaper than conventional machine failure insurance, the additional RSPC insurance
policy is now available through all well-known insurance companies.

Yield-oriented cost structure

The costs for the RSPC contract are based on the annual wind turbine output. The
customer pays a minimum fee depending on the respective wind turbine type and a
yield-oriented surcharge. This means that the customer pays more in good wind years
with good yield and less in bad wind years with less yield thus stabilizing annual windwith good yield and less in bad wind years with less yield thus stabilizing annual wind
turbine profit.

In order to keep customer charges as low as possible, REPOWERING SOLUTIONS
assumes half of the RSPC fee during the first year operational period. The customer is
then obliged to assume the entire fee starting from the second year of operation. This is

d fi it d t f tha definite advantage for the owner.
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Active Output Management (AOM)
Active Output Management (AOM) is new level of agreement between REPOWERING
SOLUTIONS and its wind energy customers. AOM guarantees a defined wind turbine
availability and productivity, giving the customer a better business case and the security
that the wind turbine will provide revenue – guaranteed. AOM ensures the highest
possible output at all times, so customers’ return on investment is more secure.

High expectations are formalized – liquidated damages and bonuses are in the contract,
and scheduled as well as unscheduled maintenance and consumables are included.
Flexibility and convenience are achieved through minimum paperwork and a fast and
transparent settlement of claims.

AOM takes the business case for remanufactured wind turbines to the long-term – 15
years – giving customers more flexibility and reflecting their demands to manage wind
turbines in a predictable and consistent way over the 15 year lifespan of a turbine.

This kind of service is made available from REPOWERING SOLUTIONS, thanks to our
deep understanding of our products – based on years of collected performance data
from thousands of wind turbines worldwide and analyzing this data to bring greater
knowledge and value to our relationships with our customers. AOM reflects our
confidence in our wind turbines’ quality and performance.

Maximizing or optimizing wind resources means putting the turbine in the ideal wind farmg p g p g
locations.
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Comprehensive stakeholder solutions for
the life of the projectthe life of the project

Remanufactured Works Transport & logistics DevelopmentSupply Used wind O&M INTEGRAL SERVICE

Technical inspections

Site Assesment

Wind mapping and 
energy analysis

Power curve verification
following  the
recommendations of IEC

Verification and certification of
remanufactured work following 

Transport & logistics - Development
- Environmental impact assessment
- Comprehensive wind monitoring
service

- Wind farm layout design
- Energy yield and site 

conditions assessment
Grid connection support

- Construction
- Project management
- Construction monitoring

Supply Used wind 
turbines O&M INTEGRAL SERVICE

- Repowering  Solutions Partner 
Concept  (RSPC)

- Active Output Management (AOM)
- Insurance Machinery Breakdown 
- Insurance warranty availability 

d d ti
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Technical inspections
of wind turbines

remanufactured work following 
the recommendations of IEC

- Grid connection support
- Turbine selection

Construction monitoring
- Owners’ Engineer and production



Cost comparison of 15MW wind farm 
Investment WTG UNIT TOTAL

REMANUFACTURER WTG cost (GE 1,5SL  
1,5MW) 450.000 € 10,00   4.500.000,00 €
Reconditioning 99.000 € 10,00   990.000,00 €
Ci il k 105 000 € 10 00   1 050 000 00 €Civil works 105.000 € 10,00   1.050.000,00 €
Electrical connection 125.000 € 10,00   1.240.000,00 €
Assembly and Erection 202.000 € 10,00   2.020.000,00 €
Transport 191.000 € 10,00   1.910.000,00 €
Insurances 39.000 € 10,00   390.000,00 €

WTG cost (GE 1 5SL  Transport; 191.000 €
Insurances; 39.000 € Taxes; 0 €

Taxes 0 € - - €
Project Management  3% 363.000,00 €
Contingencies 10% 1.246.300,00 €

TOTAL 13.709.300,00 €
WTG cost (GE 1,5SL  
1,5MW); 450.000 €

Assembly and 
Erection; 202.000 €

Transport; 191.000 

TOTAL MW 15
TOTAL COST/MW 913.953,33 €

Civil works; 
105.000 €

;

Reconditioning; 99.000 €Electrical connection; 
125.000 €
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Cost comparison of 15MW wind farm 
Investment WTG UNIT TOTAL

NEW WTG cost (GE 1,5XLE  1,5MW) 1.200.000 € 10,00   12.000.000,00 €
Reconditioning 0 € 10,00   - €
Civil works 105.000 € 10,00   1.050.000,00 €
Electrical connection 125.000 € 10,00   1.240.000,00 €
Assembly and Erection 202.000 € 10,00   2.020.000,00 €
Transport 191.000 € 10,00   1.910.000,00 €
Insurances 39.000 € 10,00   390.000,00 €
Taxes 0 € - - €Taxes 0 
Project Management  3% 558.300,00 €
Contingencies 10% 1.916.830,00 €

TOTAL 21.085.130,00 €
Transport; 191.000 €

Insurances; 
Taxes; 0 €

TOTAL MW 15
TOTAL COST/MW 1.405.675,33 €

Electrical connection; 

Assembly and Erection; 
202.000 €

;
39.000 €

NEW WTG cost (GE 
1,5XLE  1,5MW); 

1.200.000 €

R diti i  0 
Civil works; 105.000 €

125.000 €

Reconditioning; 0 €
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Project Finance: Definitions and Main Characteristics
Project Finance is a multi-discipline approach to the funding of specific investments
characterized by wide levels of structural complexity as well as the possibility to
resort to large financing from the banking sector.

The main guarantee of debt payment are Project cash flows — required to prove
certain — and effective management of the initiative-related risks — which allows
limiting the possibility of failure of envisaged cash flows.

The evaluation of economic/financial sustainability of single initiatives is exclusively
based on the quality (to be intended as the capacity to generate cash flows versus abased on the quality (to be intended as the capacity to generate cash flows versus a
given risk level) of single projects, rather than on the credit merit of single
shareholders.

The operational phase (likewise construction) is of primary importance, as only
effective and high-quality management allows generating the necessary cash flows
t ti f b k d h h ldto satisfy banks and shareholders.

The “editing” of the operation is characterized by an important process of
negotiations amongst the various subjects involved (i.e. shareholders, banks,
commercial counterparts), with variable duration and aiming to distribute initiative
related risks amongst the various actors involved.g
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Project Finance: Definitions and Main Characteristics
Project Finance Step-by-Step

Business Idea
Agreements

And 
Negotiations

Monitoring

Proposal

Description

Studies and 
Analyses

Negotiations

Funding
Debt Service period

Debt Settlement

EVENTS

ORIGINATION CONSTRUCTION OPERATION
PHASES

DOCUMENTS

A

Data Collection and Analysis

B

Execution

C

Management

Financial
Model

Feasibility

Term Sheet

SPV Deed of 
Partnership
And Statute

Commercial and

Monitoring Report
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Commercial and
Funding Contracts



Project Finance: Definitions and Main Characteristics
Design Build Finance Operate

Shareholders

Project Company
(SPV)

Administration Concession
Agreement BanksFinancial

contracts

Principal
+ Interest

Dividends +
interest

Payment
CV + CF

Capital

(SPV)g contracts

Construction
Operating & 

Maint  

Payment

Insurance company

Construction
Contract

Maint. 
Contract

Operating Company

Construction
Joint Venture

Service
Contracts
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Due Diligence and Risk Analysis

Loan Banks  supported by external consultants 

Risk Trend

Loan Banks, supported by external consultants —
professional, independent, and well reputed on the 
financial market — resort to Due Diligence for:

Correct assessment of risks linked to the Project’s 
nature and structure so as to identify the possibility 

ORIGINATION 
PHASE

CONSTRUCTION 
PHASE

OPERATION 
PHASE PRODUCTIVE 

RISK
CONSTRUCTION

RISKto mitigate such risks

Establish funding terms and conditions

Create a robust Project structure also via a 
financial model capable of supporting sensitivity 

MARKET RISKS

REGULATORY

RISK
RISK FOR 

DEVELOPERS

a c a ode capab e o suppo t g se s t ty
analysis

Evaluate Project actual bankability

GU O
RISKS

START-UP (Debt
Service stars)

RISK TREND
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Due Diligence and Risk Analysis
Risk Analysis and Risk Allocation of a Wind Farm Project

Price Risks/Market Risks Productive RisksPrice Risks/Market Risks

Identification

• Energy price trend

Productive Risks

Identification

• Analysis of site windiness

Mitigation

• Long-term projection of energy prices through
adequate market surveys carried out by independent
external consultants

• Turbine and system availabity factor

• Turbine technology

Mitigation

• Annual revision mechanisms for prices envisaged in
the funding contract

• Mechanisms of anticipated debt payment in the
h pothesis of cash s eep

• Evaluation of wind energy production

• Guarantee mechanisms of turbine supplier and
manager through appropriate EPC and O&M contracts

hypothesis of cash sweep

• Power Purchase Agreement : fixed-term and fixed-
price energy sale contracts

• Turbine selection
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Due Diligence and Risk Analysis

Construction Risks/Completion Risks

Risk Analysis and Risk Allocation of a Wind Farm Project

Regulatory RisksConstruction Risks/Completion Risks

Identification

• Construction price variations

Regulatory Risks

Identification

• Obtain necessary authorisations and permits

• Construction delays

• Turbine performance risk

Mitigation

• Environmental Impact Assessment (E.I.A.)

Mitigation

• Revision of Project authorisations and permits

• Multi-site construction programme
• Constructor evaluation
•Turn Key construction contract with guaranteed prices and
deadlines

Penalt mechanisms for constr ctor

• Analysis of land contracts

• Penalty mechanisms for constructor
• Reserve mechanisms for possible increase in Project
costs (guarantee both on availability and productive
capacity)
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Committed to a true global focus REPOWERING
SOLUTIONS’s corporate vision states that we want to be “the
preferred partner for wind turbine projects”preferred partner for wind turbine projects .

This ambitious statement drives us to search out new aspiring
markets on a global scale.

We particularly see great unexplored potential in the East
Europe & Middle Eastern region and we have committedEurope & Middle Eastern region, and we have committed
ourselves and our partners to work actively to building
longterm relationships with key partners in the region.

The need for renewable energy and viable green investment
options has never been greater in the East Europe & Middle
East We aim to use our expertise and know how to assistEast. We aim to use our expertise and know how to assist
current and future partners in turning their ideas from concept
to reality.
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REPOWERING SOLUTIONS
Francisco Aritio 162
19004 Guadajara
SPAINSPAIN

Tel. +34 949 20 31 76
Fax +34 949 20 36 51
Email: comercial@repoweringsolutions.com
Web: www.repoweringsolutions.com
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